JOIN US AT THE
WORLDS OF WORDS CENTER
FOR OUR ANNUAL BOOK SALE!

Shop tons of new books for children and teens, marked down at super great prices.

STOP BY AND TAKE A LOOK BEFORE THEY’RE GONE!

FRIDAY, DEC. 9TH
NOON - 5 PM

SATURDAY, DEC. 10TH
10 AM - 4 PM

PLEASE BRING CASH & A TOTE BAG.

**This sale is intended to benefit young readers and readers of literature for young people, whether through classroom libraries, family/friend gifts, or personal purchases. Attempts around purchases intended for resale may not be honored. Please inquire about our policies before browsing if you have questions.**

For parking information or to request disability-related accommodations that would ensure your full participation in this event, please email wow@arizona.edu or call 520.621.9340.